
Offices’ big concern right now is that looming 1%
pay cut for next year if they fail to meet the electronic
prescribing requirements.
And there are two dates to remember:
June 30: last day to e-prescribe and meet all the

requirements.
July 31: last day to get the claims filed.
Here is some last-minute Q&A on e-scripting.
• Which doctors will get a payment cut next year?
Next year, there will be a 1% pay cut. And to fall

into the ring of fire, two things have to be present.
First, the doctor, of course, has to be eligible for

the e-scripting program. That means that from January
to June, the 56 e-scripting E/M visit codes have to
account for more than 10% of the doctor’s Part B
charges and appear on at least 100 visits.
And second, from January through June of this

year, the doctor fails to write at least 10 electronic
prescriptions.
The e-scripts have to appear on claims, and the

claims have to be submitted by the end of July.
• Which doctors will get a payment cut in 2013?
In 2013, the pay cut will increase to 1.5%. Being a

loser for that year means that in 2012 the doctor is eli-
gible but fails to write 25 electronic prescriptions
throughout the year.
During 2012, the prescribing codes can be submit-

ted on claims or through a registry.
However, they all have to be reported the same

way. It won’t count if the doctor reports, say, 10 of
them on claims and 15 through a registry. There have
to be at least 25 in one or the other.
In 2014, the cut will be 2% and will depend on

what the doctor does in 2013.

time, privileges, and exemptions

• How long does the office have to submit its
claims for this year?
There’s only one month’s grace period.
To make it under the wire and escape next year’s

cut, the doctor has to submit the 10 e-scripting claims

by July 31. Usually, Medicare allows more time than
that, but with e-prescribing, time is of the essence.
• What about providers who don’t have prescribing
privileges?
They don’t have to e-script – but they do have to

let Medicare know they don’t have privileges.
That means every physician (MD, DO, or podia-

trist), nurse practitioner, and physician assistant who
is otherwise eligible for e-scripting but doesn’t have
prescribing privileges has to have code G8644 on at
least one eligible claim by June 30.
• Is anybody exempt from e-prescribing and the

potential for a pay cut?
Yes. Providers in areas where it’s not feasible to e-

script are. But again, they have to tell Medicare about
(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

Out-of-the-ordinary good perks
please staff but cost the office $0
To have good employees, an office “has to treat people right,”

says SABRINA HEBERT, manager of Northlake Surgical
Associates, a five-physician, 12-staff office in Covington, LA. And
her office does that by giving benefits that are a bit out of the ordi-
nary, are well appreciated – and cost little or nothing.
The favorite is gift cards. At $0 cost. Herbert buys them with the

reward points the office gets for using credit cards.
“I put everything I can on cards,” she says. Any bill that accepts

cards gets paid that way. The expense is no different than paying by
check, “so why not get the points?”
She finds that an amazing number of vendors accept cards – med-

ical and office supplies, waste collection, even utility companies.
“The list is endless.” And with a card being used at every opportuni-
ty, the points add up to several thousand dollars a year.
The gift cards vary. Some are for individual stores, some for

gasoline, and at Christmas they are VISA gift cards.
Staff get them on special occasions such as Secretary’s Day. And

“in the middle of summer when gas prices go up,” they get $50 gas
cards. Most of the staff, she says, have a 30- or 40-minute commute
to work, so those are a real pleaser.
Gift cards are appealing, she says, because staff see the full

amount of what they get as opposed to a little more money “wrapped
into the hourly wage.” It’s an extra.
Another benefit is occasional time off – again, at no cost.
The day before holidays, work permitting, Hebert closes the

office two or three hours early, and staff get the time off with pay.
And every Friday comes “a big perk.” The office closes at 2:30

p.m. That’s actually a savings, she says, because staff work an 8½-
hour day, which meant the office was paying overtime for the Friday
afternoon hours. Now everybody has the shorter day to look forward
to and the office doesn’t have the overtime expense.
Beyond that is the benefit of uniforms. Staff get three each year

plus a jacket. And there too, the office sees a savings.
The shirts and jackets carry a monogrammed office logo, and

each costs $10, which comes to $480 for the 12 staffers.
But one staff member does monogramming as a hobby, so Hebert

gives her the business each year and allows her two days at home to
do the work. The office gets the savings, and the staffer gets the
benefit of two easy days at home.

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
it by using one of what are termed hardship codes.
They are
– G8642: the practice is in a rural location with
limited internet access. (This has to appear on
at least one eligible claim.) – or –

– G8643: the practice is in an area with limited
pharmacies that can accept e-scripts. (This too
has to appear on at least one eligible claim.)

The provider has to use one of those codes by June
30 and submit it by July 31.

the count, the refills

• How are electronic prescriptions counted?
By the visit.
And here’s an example:
Suppose the doctor writes three electronic prescrip-

tions for Patient A on January 14. That counts as just
one prescription.
Then suppose Patient A comes back a week later,

and the doctor writes two more electronic prescrip-
tions. That also counts as one prescription.
So even though the doctor has written five pre-

scriptions during those two visits, there’s only credit
for two.
• What about refills? Do they count toward e-

scripting?
Yes, but only if the refill comes with an E/M visit.

If there’s no face-to-face visit, it doesn’t count. And,
of course, neither does a new prescription that’s given
without seeing the patient.
• What are the requirements for doctors who work

under multiple Taxpayer Identification Numbers, or
TINs?
Medicare looks at both the TIN and the NPI. And

during the first six months of this year, a doctor has to
meet the e-script requirements for each TIN she works
under.

what? a mistake? too bad!

• If the office makes a mistake on a claim with e-
scripting information, can it resubmit the claim and
get the e-scripting credit?
No. What’s done is done. The claim simply doesn’t

get counted.
• How will the 1% pay cut apply to doctors who

don’t accept Medicare assignment?
For both participating and nonparticipating doc-

tors, the 1% cut gets applied to the allowed fee.
So suppose the allowed fee is $100 and a nonpar-

ticipating doctor’s fee is $95. That doctor can charge
115% of the $95, or $109.25.
However, the cut gets applied to the $100, and 1%

of that is $1. That makes the nonparticipating doctor’s

fee $94, and the doctor’s charge becomes 115% of
that, or $108.10.

quality $, EHR $, and e-script $

• Can doctors participate in quality reporting,
EHR’s meaningful use, and e-scripting and get
bonuses for all three?
Quality reporting is not attached to either of the

other two bonus programs. So yes, a doctor who
meets the quality reporting requirements is guaranteed
the money.
However, for the other two it’s a little different.

With EHRs, a doctor can participate through
Medicaid, Medicare, or Medicare Advantage.
If it’s through Medicaid, yes, the doctor can get

both the EHR and the e-scripting bonus.
But if it’s through Medicare or Medicare

Advantage, it’s EHR or e-scripting, one or the other,
not both.
What if the doctor qualifies for both the EHR and

the e-scripting bonuses? He gets the EHR bonus,
which is the better of the two.
And note that participating in EHR doesn’t mean

the doctor can forget the e-scripting. EHR bonus or
not, the doctor still has to report the e-scripting or get
the pay cut next year. �

On the plus side: the who,
the what, and the how much
of the primary care bonus
Along with the tough news of the e-scripting pay

cuts is the good news of the primary care bonus.
Under the new Health Care Reform law, primary

care providers can get an extra 10% payment for their
primary care services.
The bonuses will be paid this year through 2015,

and they will be paid quarterly.
However, the details are not so clear.
Here is some Q&A about the rough spots.
• Who qualifies as a primary care provider?
There are two groups.
First are physicians who have a Medicare specialty

designation of
– family medicine
– internal medicine
– geriatric medicine
– pediatric medicine

one more Medicare $$$ issue
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And second are nonphysicians who have a special-
ty designation of

– nurse practitioner
– clinical nurse specialist
– physician assistant

• How does Medicare determine a doctor’s spe-
cialty?
When doctors enroll in Medicare, they can list two

specialty designations.
The primary or main specialty designation listed

there is what counts.
• Besides being a primary care provider, what

other qualifications does a doctor (or nonphysician)
have to meet?
Primary care services have to account for at least

60% of the doctor’s Medicare payments.
To calculate the percentage, Medicare divides the

primary charges by the total charges. And total
charges don’t include either inpatient or emergency
hospital visits.
What period does that cover?
Medicare is using the claims from two years back.

So for 2011, it is basing its calculations on the doc-
tor’s 2009 claims. In 2012, it will base them on 2010,
and so on.
• What about doctors who are new to Medicare

and weren’t enrolled during 2009 and 2010?
Medicare will look at the doctor’s claims from the

previous year.
It doesn’t matter if the doctor wasn’t in Medicare

for the entirety of that year. Medicare will simply use
whatever claims are there.
However, the new doctors won’t get the quarterly

payments. Instead, they’ll get a single payment at the
end of the year.
That payment will represent the full amount owed

to the doctor.

how to double check it

• How can a doctor find out if she is a primary
care provider?
At the start of each year, the Medicare claims pro-

cessing contractors get a list of the NPIs of all the
doctors who are eligible for the payment. If the doc-
tor’s NPI is on that list, all is well.
Where’s the list?
Offices can find it on the website of the Medicare

contractor.
A list of all the contractors and their phone num-

bers can be found at http://www.cms.gov/MLN
Products/downloads/CallCenterTollNumDirectory.zip.
• How can a doctor find out the percentage of pri-

mary care services for 2009?
Again, contact the Medicare claims processing

contractor. The contractor can confirm the doctor’s

Medicare specialty designation and also provide the
percentage of primary care services for any year.
• When will doctors get their payments?
Medicare will send them out at the end of each

quarter.
• Do doctors need to do anything to enroll in the

program?
No. Medicare will use its own data to identify the

primary care providers and to calculate the payment
amounts.
• Does a doctor have to requalify for the bonus

payments each year?
Yes. However, Medicare does the work. The doctor

doesn’t have to do anything.
Each year Medicare will determine who’s eligible

for the bonus based on the claims from two years
back.
This year, it’s the 2009 claims that will make a

doctor eligible. Next year, it will be the 2010 claims.
• What if a doctor has changed Medicare claims

processing contractors in the past two years?
It doesn’t make any difference. Medicare has

access to all the information needed. Its eligibility file
is made up of the claims data from all the contractors
in the country.
• Does the office have to note the doctor’s partici-

pation in the program anywhere on its claims?
No. Medicare picks that up directly from the NPI.
• Can doctors in a group practice get the bonus?
Yes. What counts is the doctor’s individual special-

ty and primary care percentage. Medicare will go by
the NPI on the claims.
• What about providers who have reassigned their

Medicare billing rights to critical access hospitals?
The payments will be made to the hospitals. The

amount will be determined by each doctor’s NPI. That
appears on the claim in the “other provider” field
• Can a doctor get the primary care bonus along

with other incentive bonuses?
Yes. The primary care payment comes regardless of

any other incentives. Medicare says its payments will
identify which incentives they are covering.
• In future years, will Medicare send doctors any

notice as they become eligible for the payments?
No. The only way to find out if a doctor is eligible

is to look at the file on the contractor’s website.`
• What if a doctor becomes ineligible for the

bonus? Will Medicare send any notice?
No again. The doctor will have to check the con-

tractor’s file.`
• What services get the 10% bonus?
The E/M services. They are 99201-99215 (office

and outpatient visits), 99304-99340 (nursing facility,
domiciliary, rest home, or custodial care), and 99341-
99350 (home services). �
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A safe, valid firing means
no misunderstandings
and no room for lawsuits
Managers make a lot of clumsy mistakes with fir-

ings. And it’s usually because they don’t know what
to say. Sometimes they want to make the firing easier
on the employee. Sometimes they want to make it eas-
ier on themselves.
Here are some firing pointers. They are provided by

management consultant ROBERT G. ROSE, PhD, of
the Rose Porterfield Group in Dallas.

the discussion is now ended

First isn’t what to do but what not to do. Don’t
unload on the staffer.
Sometimes that’s hard to avoid, Rose says. The

manager has already counseled the staffer through a
laundry list of bad performance and is fed up. It’s
only human to want to say “Staffer, you are rude to
me. You are rude to our patients. You never turn your
work in on time. And two weeks ago . . . ”
Resist the temptation. Citing the transgressions is

an invitation “to talk about each of those details.” And
once the talking starts, the staffer can sit there and
discredit every reason for the termination.
The time for discussion has passed, he says. The

employee has already been warned and the conversa-
tion has ended.
Keep the firing notice short and direct: “Your per-

formance and your behavior toward our patients and
the other staff is not acceptable. I am therefore termi-
nating your employment.”
If the staffer asks for details or wants to debate,

stop the conversation with “I’m not trying to be disre-
spectful, but there’s nothing to talk about.” Then
immediately change the subject to what comes next
such as the final paycheck and continuing benefits.

read my lips: you’re fired

Next, be clear about what’s happening. The
employee is being fired. Don’t muddy the message.
Many a manager tries to soften the blow by softening
the words, Rose says. But soft words can distort what
the staffer hears.
He gives the example of one manager “who was

trying to be as supportive and kind as possible” and so
started out with “things just haven’t worked out as
well as we had hoped” and ended with “there are new
opportunities out there for you.”
The man showed up for work the next day “because

he didn’t know he had been fired.”
Leave no room for misinterpretation. Tell the

staffer “We are terminating your employment. Today
is your last day.”

call it what it is

Another point: don’t lie about the reason for the ter-
mination.
If it’s a firing for cause, don’t call it a layoff.
Some employers do that to avoid the confrontation.

Instead of saying “Margaret, we’re terminating you
because your performance does not meet our expecta-
tions,” they tell Margaret the economy is bad and
she’s being laid off.
Calling it a layoff can entitle her to unemployment

compensation.
Calling it a layoff can also spawn a claim of

employment discrimination. If Margaret is pregnant
and over age 40 and if the office hires a man to fill her
position, she can come back with a winnable claim of
discrimination based on pregnancy, age, or gender.
Conversely, don’t call it a firing if it’s a layoff.
That’s done often. An employer wants to cut salary

costs and zeros in on the poorest performer and
trumps up a case for termination. The employer says
the poor performance has been going on for years, but
file mentions it only during the last two months.
Whenever someone is fired for cause, “the office

had better be able to prove it.” And there had better
not be contradictory evidence such as e-mails with the
doctors about the need to cut salaries.

the calm-down after the storm

Then there’s the aftermath to consider, or what to
say to everybody else after a staffer gets fired.
There needs to be some type of comment lest the

office look like an execution chamber. At least say
Staffer A has left. And along with that, allay any fears
that have arisen because of the firing.
Suppose the staffer was given full opportunity to

improve but to no avail. The counseling was extensive
but has been kept private.
Now the staffer is fired, and the other staff think it

was done on the spot and that poor Staffer A never
saw it coming. And come to think of it, was that
maybe a layoff? And is the office in economic trou-
ble? And is everybody else’s job in jeopardy?
In a situation like that, give more than the standard

“Staffer A is no longer with us.” Add enough detail to
quell the rumors, perhaps “This wasn’t done precipi-
tously. I’m not going to go into detail, but we are not
going through layoffs.”

good-bye and here’s the door

One more firing caution is to show the former
employee to the door immediately. Don’t let a termi-
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nated person talk with the other staff. Have that per-
son leave as soon as the firing meeting ends.
Letting somebody go back to the desk unaccompa-

nied provides an opportunity to destroy property and
talk negatively about the office.
And even if there’s no damage risk, it makes no

sense for anybody to stay in the office after being
fired, Rose says. That person is saying “I’m no longer
working here, but I’m going to stick around.”
Even if there’s going to be two weeks’ severance

pay, end the relationship with the firing “and get that
person out of there.” �

Want to stay employed?
Stay neutral; don’t join
forces with any doctor
The job of managing a medical office can be unpre-

dictable, because there’s not the luxury of answering
to just one boss. Instead, there are as many bosses as
there are doctors, and the doctors don’t always get
along with one another.
For that reason, survival rests on neutrality, says

management consultant DONNA R. GARY of Legal
Administrative Services in Sacramento.
The manager can’t form an alliance with any single

doctor “but has to keep the relationships with all the
doctors equal.” The manager’s job is to be “the glue”
that keeps everyone together.

have courage: beard the grouch

A major issue: Follow the chain of command.
No matter how disagreeable a doctor may be, “deal

with the right person,” says Gary, who is herself a for-
mer office manager. Don’t go to a favorite doctor with
something that’s in another’s realm.
Suppose the manager needs approval for a software

purchase and Doctor A has responsibility for the
office’s technology. But Doctor A is brusque and
grouchy, so the manager takes the request instead to
Doctor B where there’s a good working relationship.
Doctor A is going to hear about it and isn’t going to

be pleased. And the situation could worsen. Doctor A
could tell the others that the manager and Doctor B
are teaming up for some sort of mischief.

sidestep the criticism

Another scenario: one doctor criticizes another.
Don’t get caught in the middle; don’t join in.
That’s not easy when the doctor doing the criticiz-

ing is a favorite, Gary says. But it’s a necessity. Count
on it that the other doctors will get wind of the con-
versation and lose trust in the manager.
The situation could also take an unexpected turn. If

the manager later meets privately with Doctor Criti-
cized about some other matter, Doctor Favorite could
see the manager as a turncoat.
Stay out of the conversation, she warns. If that’s

not possible, play the part of peacemaker. When the
criticism starts, respond with “That’s possible, Doctor
Favorite. But you have to admit that Doctor Criticized
does X really well, and that’s one of the things that
makes this practice successful.”
Go no further. Don’t try to get the two to a point of

agreement. “Just hope it will die there.”

present a solution and bow out

More political entanglement can come from physi-
cian demands.
One physician says “finish this project immediate-

ly,” whereupon another comes in with “put that pro-
ject on the back burner and do this,” followed by
another who demands to be put ahead of the other
two.
The natural tendency is to favor whichever one is

easiest to get along with or even the one who hired the
manager, Gary says. But making any choice at all can
be political disaster.
The safest approach is to ask the three to sort it out

among themselves. But don’t make it a cry for help.
That’s weak. “Always propose a solution.”
Send an e-mail of “I have three tasks I need to get

done right away, one for each of you. In my mind, it
should be prioritized as A, B, and C, and here’s why.
Let me know if you see it otherwise.”
With that, there can be no accusation that the man-

ager has chosen sides. Instead, there’s a proposed
solution based on objective criteria, and any argument
has to be contained among the three doctors.

it ain’t none of me!

The worst of all nightmares: a doctor asks the man-
ager to participate in some unethical or even illegal
activity.
The scenario can be quite serious, Gary says.

Suppose Doctor Sly is cheating on the other doctors
and tells the manager to give him all the financial
documents pertaining to some matter and not let the
other physicians see them. The manager gives him the
documents, and then the others ask for them.
Once again, the solution is to stay neutral, Gary

says.
Send an e-mail to all the doctors – including the

cheating one – and address the issue as a detached
observer: “Many of you have asked me about the
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financial statements for X. Doctor Sly told me to give
them to him, which I did. Please contact Doctor Sly
for the statements.”
However, she adds, if it turns out that all the doc-

tors are shady, start looking for another job. Associat-
ing with an unethical organization can ruin the man-
ager’s reputation and career.

fall back and regroup – fast!

Another unfavorable scenario: the physician with
whom the manager has worked most closely leaves,
retires, or is ousted from the practice.
“It’s something to worry about,” Gary says. “It’s

possible the manager won’t be there much longer.”
To maintain status quo, meet with the remaining

doctors immediately to map out how the office will
proceed from there.
Draw up an outline of the work in progress and

whatever issues need to be addressed. Tell how each
item has been handled and ask how they want to pro-
ceed from there.
Focus on how best to serve the practice, but at the

same time be subtle and point out the valuable things
the manager has done while working with the former
doctor. For example, if the manager improved the col-
lections by 15%, say so.
End the meeting with a positive comment such as

“I’m looking forward to working with all of you and
doing what’s best for the office.”
“A manager who’s valued,” she says, “won’t be

asked to leave because of one or two partner physi-
cians.”

let the money do the talking

Conflict. One doctor wants a staffer to go and one
wants the staffer to stay.
The manager agrees with the latter.
The most logical approach is to illustrate the money

side of it, Gary says. Show what the staffer’s salary is
and point out that yes, “the office can get someone
else for $500 a month less” but that has to be weighed
against the cost of going through several people to get
the right one.
Point out too that the office would have to give up

X and Y services that the current staffer is doing well
just to save the $500 a month.
Then back off and leave it to the doctors to decide.

first to thine own self . . .

A physician alliance may be good for the moment,
but look to the future. It can end the manager’s job.
Gary cites one situation where there was a merger,

and Doctor Adamant in the first office didn’t want
Doctor Newcomer in the second office to come into

the practice as a partner but as an employee physician.
Over Adamant’s objections, Newcomer came in as

a partner. The conflict between the two was well
known, and the friction between them continued.
After a few years, Doctor Adamant left, and there

were hard feelings over the departure.
Any manager seeing something like that “needs to

look down the road” and anticipate the possible con-
sequences, she says. Teaming up with Doctor Adamant
could be beneficial for the present, but once that doc-
tor leaves, the manager inherits the war with the other
doctor. �

Coding summer’s plagues:
insect bites, Lyme disease
BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
Bugs. Bites. Venomous. Nonvenomous. Lyme

Disease. Summer has a lot of its own codes, and some
of the most common are the codes for insect bites.

venomous or nonvenomous?

For insect bites, look in the Index of ICD-9-CM
under bite. There the bites are listed according to the
owner of the teeth – bedbug, chigger, insect, reptile,
spider, and so on.
For insect bites, the Index also distinguishes

between nonvenomous and venomous.
Nonvenomous. For a nonvenomous bite, go to the

injury chapter. Code it as a superficial injury (910-
919) and identify the site.
So suppose there is a nonvenomous bite on the

face. Go to the 910 codes, which cover superficial
injuries of the face, neck, and scalp. There is a fourth
digit to tell whether the wound is infected or not.
Code 910.4 is for a nonvenomous insect bite without
infection, and 910.5 is for the same with infection.
Or, if the bite is on the upper arm, the code is

912.4 if the bite wound is not infected and 912.5 if it
is.

Venomous. For venomous bites, the Index says to
go to code 989.5.
That too is in the injury chapter under the category

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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of toxic effects of nonmedicinal substances. The
codes run from 908 to 989 and include things such as
ethyl alcohol, petroleum products, lead, and carbon
monoxide. The 989 codes are for “other” substances,
and they include strychnine, insecticides, soaps, and,
of course, venom. And venom includes the bites of
venomous snakes, lizards, and spiders as well as tick
paralysis.

enter Lyme disease

Of the insect bites, one of the most serious is the
bite of the deer tick, because it’s from the deer tick
that Lyme disease is spread. (And May is Lyme dis-
ease awareness month.)
The deer tick is brown and as tiny as the head of a

pin, which makes it hard to spot. It attaches to a host,
feeds on the blood, and in the process picks up the
Lyme disease bacteria. Then it moves on to another
host and transmits the bacteria.
The tick lives in low bushes and tall grasses and

feeds on deer, birds, mice, dogs, horses, and people,
mostly in the summer.
For the Lyme disease to be transmitted, the bacteria

has to get into the blood. That doesn’t happen imme-
diately with the bite, but once the tick is enlarged with
the blood, there’s usually been enough time to trans-
mit it.

slippery symptoms

Lyme disease has a lot of different symptoms and
can affect many parts of the body. However, its most
classic sign is a small red bump where the tick bite
occurred. Then a week or even a month later, a rash
appears.
Most often, the site is the breast, groin, or behind

the knee.
The rash can expand to as large as 12 inches across

and looks much like a bull’s eye, with a red ring
around a clear center. About 80% of people develop
that type of rash, which is considered the hallmark of
the disease.
In a few weeks or months, other symptoms devel-

op. There can be fever, chills, headache, fatigue, and
body ache. At this point, the patient has not yet devel-
oped antibodies to the disease, and with treatment, the
disease can be cured.
With no treatment, however, the symptoms can

worsen to include swelling in the bite area and joint
pain, particularly in the knees. Worsening still, there
can be neurological problems such as meningitis,
Bell’s palsy, numbness, weakness, and even heart
problems. At that point, antibodies can be detected
and the patient appears very ill.
Over time, the disease can become chronic. It infil-

trates the joints, and there can be prolonged attacks of

arthritis, eye inflammation, and problems with memo-
ry and mental function.
The treatment is antibiotics, usually penicillin and

tetracycline at the early stage, IV antibiotics later, and
aggressive antibiotic therapy at the late stages.

the codes

Lyme disease is coded in the chapter on infectious
and parasitic diseases at 088.81.
If there are joint problems, there needs to be a sec-

ond code from the chapter on diseases of the muscu-
loskeletal system. Go to the 711 codes, which cover
arthropathy associated with infections. The specific
code is 711.8x, with the fifth digit showing the site –
shoulder, forearm, lower leg, and so on. Note that the
code is italicized, which means it cannot come first.
Instead, the Lyme disease gets the first code.
Sometimes the acute phase ends and the disease

becomes chronic. When that happens, code the pres-
ence of late effects. The code is 139.8 (late effects of
other and unspecified infectious and parasitic dis-
eases.) Then code the whatever the residual is, per-
haps 711.8x for joint problems.

the vaccine and the test

There is a vaccine for Lyme disease.
The diagnosis code to show the need for the vac-

cine is V03.89 for other specified vaccination against
single-bacterial diseases.
The other vaccine-related codes are found in CPT.
The vaccine administration is coded at 90460.
The test for Lyme disease is coded at 86618 for the

original test and 86617 for a confirmatory test.
And the vaccine itself is coded at 90665. Note that

the 90665 code is out of sequence. It appears four
codes below that spot with a # mark in front of it.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

by john chase

And now she’s disappeared. That does it!
I’m taking away your delete key.
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The people-problem cure:
a nonconfrontational talk
with no room for argument
Every office has its problem employees. And con-

fronting them is a task every manager dreads.
There is, however, an easy way to do it: with a

brief, nonconfrontational conversation. Tell the staffer
what behavior the manager expects, tell what positive
results the office will see from the change, and leave
no room for argument.
Here management trainer JAMIE RESKER, presi-

dent of Employee Performance Solutions in Boston,
shows how to apply that to some not unusual issues.

the work shirker

First is the work avoider. That’s the slacker, or the
staffer who’s always absent from work, either physi-
cally or mentally or both.
The avoider shows up late, calls in sick, blames the

poor work on “not feeling well,” does the minimum
(sometimes less), “and for whatever reasons, just isn’t
engaged in the job.”
That isn’t the employee who has a bad day now

and then. It’s the employee who has a bad day every
day.
Be nonconfrontational and leave no room for argu-

ment.
Don’t criticize the staffer. Instead, tell the staffer

what behavior the manager expects to see.
To criticize somebody is to ask for excuses, Resker

explains. Suppose the manager says “during the last
10 days, you’ve come in late four times.” That’s tanta-
mount to “please give me a lot of excuses for that.”
And it’s only human for the staffer to come up with
reasons why the lateness was unavoidable.
Instead, tell what the manager expects: “It’s impor-

tant to our office that you work a full week and meet
your deadlines. That means being here every day from
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.”

Then tell the why of it, and tell it in terms of “the
positive impact the employee will have” by following
the directive: “only if everybody is here on time and
engaged in the work can we operate efficiently.”
There’s no confrontation. And there’s no room for

argument. What can the staffer say to that – “no, I
don’t have to come in on time”?
Any employee who wants to keep the job will have

to agree to the directive.

the constant criticizer

What about the critic? That staffer does just what
the title says – criticizes the office, the doctors, the

manager, and anybody associated with the office.
The criticism can be direct: the staffer says the

office is a horrible place to work, the patients aren’t
treated well, or whatever.
It can also be subtle: the staffer sits in meetings

smirking, rolling the eyes, and muttering flip remarks.
The solution, Resker says, is to repeat the kinder-

garten rule of “if you don’t have anything nice to say,
don’t say anything at all.” Just give an adult version
of it: “When you have a thought about the office that
isn’t entirely positive, hold on to it. It’s okay to have
those thoughts, but keep them under your hat.”
Once again, the focus isn’t on what has happened

but on what the manager wants to see.
When a manager tells an employee what’s expected

“and when it’s reasonable and within the employee’s
control,” there’s no room for argument.

the gossiper and the talker

Use the same approach with any type of unaccept-
able behavior, Resker says.
Suppose the office has a gossiper who has to talk

about everybody else in the office.
Once again, don’t criticize. Instead, lay out the

expectations: “It’s natural to be interested in what’s
going on in other people’s lives, but one of the things
I need you to do is stay focused on your work and
resist the temptation to share what you know about
another employee.”
Then give a positive reason: “people need to know

A quick way to find out
what staff are thinking
What do staff think of their manager?
Jamie Resker of Employee Performance Solutions

in Boston points out that all managers have blind
spots, or places where, unbeknownst to themselves,
their employees view them negatively.
For that reason, a staff survey is a good idea.
But survey in person, not on paper. People will say

a lot more than they will write.
All that’s needed are two questions:
• Tell me something I’m doing well that is working

and that I should continue to do.
Limit it to one thing, she says. “Tell me what I’m

doing well” is too broad.
• Tell me one thing I could do that would make me

more effective.
That asks “what can I do in the future?” as opposed

to “what is my greatest weakness?” Staff are not
going to be honest about telling the manager what the
weaknesses are, “but they will recommend something
to do in the future.” �



their privacy is being respected so they can focus on
their work.”
That “holds the hand mirror up that the employee,”

she says. The staffer sees how the behavior hurts the
office or even other people.
It also identifies the problem without getting spe-

cific about what the staffer has been saying. And it
leaves no room for argument.
She gives a similar example of the staffer who

becomes the focus of every Monday morning by talk-
ing about the weekend’s exploits. All the manager
needs to say is “one of the things that’s important for
us is that everybody focus on the work at hand. So I
need to ask you to keep the majority of your conver-
sations related to business.”
Again, no confrontation and no argument.

okay – whatever – can I leave now?

But people management is never an exact science,
and not every staffer is going to agree to change the
behavior, Resker says.
One possible reaction is that the staffer doesn’t

take the manager seriously and comes back with
“Okay, whatever. Are we done? Can I leave now?”
The I-don’t-care reaction “is another way of telling

the manager to take a long walk off a short pier.” It
says there will be no change.
Don’t quit.
Verify that the staffer understands the directive:

“Are we in agreement on this? I need to make sure
we’re on the same page.”
If the response is still negative or even becomes

hostile, leave no room for misunderstanding: “I see
you’re rolling your eyes, so I assume you are not on
board with this. I have to tell you this is very impor-
tant, so I’m going to give you the rest of the day to
think about it. We’ll meet again in the morning and
revisit this.”
Then to drive the point home, send an e-mail con-

firming tomorrow’s meeting.
That response “is respectful,” she says, and so is

giving the staffer time to absorb the matter. But
there’s nothing open-ended or wishy-washy about the
statement. The manager has asked the staffer “is it yes
or is it no?”
If the next morning’s meeting isn’t any better, raise

the stakes: “I am hearing that you are not on board
with this. That’s okay, but now we must talk about the
consequences, because I can’t allow this to continue.
Is that the direction you want to take?”
Now the staffer knows the matter is not going to be

dropped and that failure to comply with the request
will result in disciplinary action.

the repeat offender

Be prepared too for the possibility of a repeat
offense, Resker says.
When it happens, address it in much the same way

as the first time.
Suppose the Monday morning rehashings of the

weekend continue: “We talked earlier about keeping
conversations related to business. I can’t help over-
hearing you talking again about your personal busi-
ness. There may be things in your personal life that
are worth talking about. But I need you to think about
what’s appropriate at work and what should be left for
social time.”
Or suppose the critic keeps criticizing: “We said

yesterday that when you have a thought that isn’t pos-
itive, you need to keep it under your hat. I just heard
you say Dr. A is incompetent. You need to keep that
opinion to yourself.”
And then put some teeth into by pointing out that

change is the staffer’s only option: “I’ve outlined
exactly what I need you to do differently. If you
choose not to agree, that’s up to you. However, I need
to let you know that if we can’t work this out together,
we’ll need to escalate things to another level.” �
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